The Good Guy

A stunning new thriller in the vein of
Velocity and The Husband from one of the
worlds bestselling authors.After a days
work hefting brick and stone, Tim Carrier
slakes his thirst at The Lamplighter Tavern.
Nothing heavy happens there. Its a friendly
workingmans bar run by his good friend
Rooney, who enjoys gathering eccentric
customers. Working his deadpan humour
on strangers is, for Tim, all part of the
entertainment.But how could Tim have
imagined that the stranger who sits down
next to him one evening is about to unmake
his world and enmesh him in a web of
murder and deceit? The man has come
there to meet someone and he thinks its
Tim. Tims wayward sense of humour lets
the misconception stand for a moment and
thats all it takes: the stranger hands Tim a
fat manila envelope, saying, Half of its
there; the rest when shes gone, and then
hes out the door.In the envelope Tim finds
the photograph of a woman, her name and
address written on the back; and several
thick packets of hundred-dollar bills.When
an intense-looking man sits down where
the first stranger sat and glances at the
manila envelope, Tim knows hes the one
who was supposed to get it. Shaken,
thinking fast, Tim says hes had a change of
heart. He removes the picture of the
woman and then hands the envelope to the
stranger. Half what we agreed, he says. For
doing nothing. Call it a no-kill fee.Tim is
left holding a photo of a pretty woman, but
his sense of fun has led him into a very
dangerous world from which there is no
way back. The company of strangers has
cost him his peace of mind, and possibly
his life.

Wall Street star Tommy decides to mentor his co-worker Daniel, but his new protege may prove a little too apt a pupil in
this romantic comedy. Watch trailersComedy The Good Guy is a movie starring Alexis Bledel, Scott Porter, and Bryan
Greenberg. Calm and quiet Daniel starts on Wall Street. His womanizing colleagueIn this unconventional romance,
ambitious young New Yorker Beth (Alexis Bledel) wants it all: a good job, good friends and a good guy to share the city
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with.Product Description. Ambitious young New Yorker Beth (Alexis Bledel) wants it all: a good job, good friends and
a good guy to share the city with. Of course thatShop online at The Good Guys for exclusive deals and unbeatable prices
on a leading range of electronics and home appliances. Were it smarter or more entertaining or simply better made, The
Good Guy could have been a decent anthropological survey of the Wall - 3 min - Uploaded by RoadsideFlixAmbitious
young Manhattanite and urban conservationist Beth (Alexis Bledel) wants it all: a good The Good Guy creates the
interesting notion that Wall Street trading involves a gang of hard-partying goofs who pass their days playing videoThe
Good Guy is a thriller novel by American author Dean Koontz, which was released on May 29, 2007. Summary[edit].
Timothy Carrier is an unassumingThe Good Guy Trailer. Amazon Video. The Good Guy (2:31). The Good Guy
Trailer. The Watch The Good Guy movie trailers, exclusive videos, interviews from the cast, movie clips and The
Good Guy is kind of like that, except its not just the ending. This is the sort of movie where it almost feels as though the
person who wrote
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